Scoring the 5-level EQ-5D: can latent utilities derived from a discrete choice model be transformed to health utilities derived from time tradeoff tasks?
The EuroQol Group is evaluating the use of discrete choice experiments (DCEs) in valuing health states from the 5-level EQ-5D. Notably, a discrete choice (DC) model yields a latent utility that is ordinal and unbounded, whereas health utilities must have interval properties and be anchored at 0 (representing death) and 1 (representing full health). Latent utilities must therefore be transformed to health utilities. This pilot study investigated the feasibility of performing such a transformation. 545 respondents from Canada and 403 respondents from the UK each completed a series of DC and time tradeoff (TTO) tasks. Generalized linear mixed models were used to derive latent utilities. Linear regression models incorporating logarithmic and polynomial terms, as well as nonparametric LOESS and spline models, were assessed as candidate functions for transforming the latent utilities onto the health utilities. There was a high correlation between health utilities measured through TTO tasks and latent utilities derived from modeling of DC data (Spearman rho of 0.79 in Canada and 0.86 in the UK). All transforming functions explained the between-state variation in health utilities and, upon cross-validation, had minimal bias and small mean squared errors. Although the transformation functions derived through linear regression had the desirable feature of being monotone, the LOESS transform in Canada and the spline transform in the UK lacked monotonicity. This pilot study suggests that transforming latent utilities to health utilities is feasible, and the study provides preliminary evidence that linear regression involving polynomial and logarithmic terms may be more desirable than nonparametric spline or LOESS functions.